
IMPERIAL RED AZURE

Often their first Mustang PFD, rarely their last, memories are made in the Lil Legends vests. With safety elements you don’t have 
to think twice about, even while you’re in the water with them—like the grab handle on the head pillow—this micro-mariner vest 
is engineered with the same technical expertise as our military grade goods. Designed for comfort that lasts, you’ll get a solid day 
of on- or in-the water activities in knowing your precious cargo is good to be out as long as you are.
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For infants up to 30 lbs. Front zipper and adjustable waist 
belt ensure a secure fit. Ultra-soft fabric, vented mesh back, 
and beveled, softer foam means lasting, all day comfort. 
Segmented foam in the head pillow cradles their head to keep 
their mouth out of the water. Crotch strap keeps the vest in 
place and unclips in a jiff when a diaper change becomes a 
9-1-1. US Coast Guard Approved.

For children 30 - 55 lbs. Front zipper, adjustable waist belt 
and crotch strap ensure the vest won’t pop up if they pop in. 
Pronounced grab handle at the head pillow makes rescues a 
no-brainer - especially when they matter most. Designed for 
comfort with ultra-soft fabric, vented mesh back, and beveled, 
softer foam. Engineered for safety with segmented foam in 
the head pillow to cradle their head and keep their mouth out 
of the water. Harmonized across borders: Transport Canada & 
US Coast Guard Approved.

For children 30 - 55 lbs. Front zipper, adjustable waist belt 
and crotch strap ensure the vest won’t pop up if they pop in. 
Pronounced grab handle at the head pillow makes rescues 
a no-brainer - especially when they matter most. Designed 
for comfort with ultra-soft fabric, vented mesh back, and 
beveled, softer foam. Engineered for safety with segmented 
foam in the head pillow to cradle their head and keep 
their mouth out of the water. Harmonized across borders: 
Transport Canada & US Coast Guard Approved.

COLOR

APPROVAL (MV3250) USCG - UL1123 - Marine Buoyant Devices 
160.064 (Meets minimum buoyancy rating of 7 LBS)

(MV3555 / MV3560) Harmonized Level 70 - USA and 
Canada (Meets minimum buoyancy of 6.8 LBS)

LIL LEGENDS FAMILY OF VESTS (MV3250 / MV3555 / MV3560)

MODEL  SIZE CHEST (IN) CHEST (CM) WEIGHT (LBS) WEIGHT (KG)

MV3250 INFANT 18” - 20” 46cm - 51cm up to 30lbs up to 14kg

MV3255 CHILD 21” - 24” 51cm - 61cm 30lbs - 50lbs 14kg - 23kg

MV3560 YOUTH 24” - 29” 61cm - 74cm 50lbs - 90lbs 23kg - 41kg

*California residents please refer to: mustangsurvival.com/pages/proposition-65

Stain-resistant, ultra-
soft fabric

Wicking liner

3-piece collar cradles head
for extra buoyancy and

improved in-water support

Fully adjustable

Crotch Strap 
(MV3250 / MV3555)

Ventilated mesh back

Sturdy grab handle
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